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In an increasingly interconnected world, understanding and summarizing the
structure of these networks becomes increasingly relevant. However, this task
is nontrivial; proposed summary statistics are as diverse as the networks
they describe, and a standardized hierarchy has not yet been established.
In contrast, vector-valued random variables admit such a description in
terms of their cumulants (e.g., mean, (co)variance, skew, kurtosis). Here,
we introduce the natural analogue of cumulants for networks, building a
hierarchical description based on correlations between an increasing number
of connections, seamlessly incorporating additional information, such as
directed edges, node attributes, and edge weights. These graph cumulants
provide a principled and unifying framework for quantifying the propensity
of a network to display any substructure of interest (such as cliques to measure
clustering). Moreover, they give rise to a natural hierarchical family of
maximum entropy models for networks (i.e., ERGMs) that do not suffer from
the “degeneracy problem”, a common practical pitfall of other ERGMs.
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The power of natural science relies on the ability to find abstract representations of
complex systems and describe them with meaningful summary statistics. For example, using
the pluripotent language of graph theory, the field of network science distills a variety of
systems into the entities comprising them (the nodes) and their pairwise connections (the
edges). Remarkably many systems, from a wide variety of fields, naturally benefit from
such a description, such as electrical circuits (1), brains (2), food webs (3), friendships (4),
transportation networks (5), and the internet (6).
As the field developed, real networks were noticed to display several recurring themes
(7, 8, 9), such as: sparsity (a small fraction of all potential connections actually exist),
heterogeneous degree distributions (some nodes have many more connections than average),
and high clustering (nodes form tightly connected groups). As a consequence, measures are
often tailored to capture such properties (10, 11, 12) and network models are often chosen to
mimic them (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18). However, network statistics are often intertwined (19, 20),
and models with notably different mechanisms (16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23) can reproduce the same
commonly observed properties. It is not currently clear how to compare different methods
within a single principled framework; a standardized hierarchy of descriptive network statistics
and associated models is needed.
Real networks often contain a hierarchy of interconnected scales (24). This paper formalizes
a novel bottom-up approach, where the elementary units are the edges (as compared to the nodes
(20)), and the hierarchy is built by considering correlations between an increasing number of
them. Relationships between several edges can be expressed as subgraphs. Such substructures
are often referred to as network motifs (or anti-motifs) when their appearance (or absence) in a
network is deemed to be statistically significant (25). For example, triangular substructures
appear in a wide range of real networks, indicating a common tendency for clustering.
However, networks in different domains appear to display different motif profiles, suggesting
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that quantifying propensity for substructures could play a crucial role in understanding network
function. For example, the feed-forward ( ) and the bi-fan ( ) substructures are prevalent
in protein interaction networks, while the bi-directional two-hop ( ) substructure is more
prominent in transportation networks. Current methods for quantifying a network’s propensity
for various substructures are generally characterized by the following two choices. First, one
needs a network statistic to measure the propensity for the substructures of interest. Second, to
determine statistical significance, one needs a null model for the observed network: an ensemble
of networks that matches some set of properties deemed to be important.
For the first choice, a common approach is to simply count the number of instances of a
substructure (25, 26, 27). However, substructure counts can be misleading, and are generally
not faithful measures of their propensities (28, 29). For example, the number of triangles
(or of any other substructure) naturally correlates with the number of larger substructures
that contain them as subgraphs. Unfortunately, there is currently no standard measure of the
propensity for an arbitrary substructure (27); other choices tend to be rather context-dependent
or specifically tailored to the substructure of interest (e.g., clustering coefficients), often leading
to a proliferation of essentially incomparable statistics. This issue is exacerbated when one
considers incorporating additional information, such as directed edges, node attributes, and
edge weights.
Regardless of the measure used, in order to assess whether its value in the observed network
is statistically significant, one must compare against its distribution in some appropriate null
model. This distribution is often obtained by measuring its value in networks explicitly sampled
from the chosen null model. Replicating the observed degree sequence (i.e., the configuration
model) is a popular choice of null model. In some cases, this node-centric model may be
appropriate, such as when the nodes in the observed network have unique identities that should
indeed be preserved by the null model (e.g., generating randomized networks of transactions
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between some specific set of countries). However, the defining symmetry of graphs is that nodes
are a priori indistinguishable (i.e., node exchangeability), and often one desires a null model
that is similar to the observed network, but not necessarily with exactly the “same” nodes (e.g.,
generating typical networks of interactions between students to model the spread of infections).
In addition, the configuration model does not treat all substructures equally. For example, hubs
and clustering, both hallmark features of real networks, are associated with a propensity for
(k-)stars (i.e., a central node connected to k others) and for (k-)cliques (i.e., fully connected
groups of k nodes), respectively. However, the configuration model fully constrains the counts
of all k-stars, and is therefore useless to assess their relative propensity in the observed network.
Moreover, by design, it does not promote clustering at any level, and is thus inappropriate to
study the higher-order organization of clustering. Even if one were to employ modifications to
promote triangles, the issue is simply postponed to slightly larger substructures (30).
For a real-valued random variable, cumulants provide a hierarchical sequence of summary
statistics that efficiently encode its distribution (31, 32, 33). Aside from their unique
mathematical properties1, low-order cumulants have intuitive interpretations. The first two
orders, the mean and variance, correspond to the center of mass and spread of a distribution,
and are taught in nearly every introductory statistics course (34). The next two orders have
likewise been given unique names (skew and kurtosis), and are useful to describe data that
deviate from normality, appearing in a variety of applications, such as finance (35), economics
(36), and psychology (37). Generalizations of these notions have proven similarly useful: for
example, joint cumulants (e.g., covariance) are the natural choice for measuring correlations in
multivariate random variables. Unsurprisingly, cumulants are essentially universally used by
the statistics community.
By generalizing the combinatorial definition of cumulants (38, 39, 40), we obtain their
1In particular, their additive nature when applied to sums of independent random variables (see supplementary
materials S8).
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analogue for networks, which we refer to as graph cumulants. After introducing the framework,
we demonstrate their usefulness as principled and intuitive measures of the propensity (or
aversiveness) of a network to display any substructure of interest, allowing for systematic and
meaningful comparisons between networks. We then describe how this framework seamlessly
incorporates additional network features, providing examples using real datasets containing
directed edges, node attributes, and edge weights. Finally, we show how graph cumulants give
rise to a natural hierarchical family of maximum entropy null models from a single observed
network.
For ease of exposition, we first introduce our framework for the case of simple graphs, i.e.,
undirected, unweighted networks with no self-loops or multiple edges.
Graph moments
The cumulants of a real-valued random variable are frequently given in terms of its moments,
i.e., the expected value of its powers. A real network can be thought of as a realization of some
graph-valued random variable, and its graph cumulants are likewise given in terms of its graph
moments.
To motivate our definition of graph moments, consider the measurement that provides the
smallest nonzero amount of information about a network G with n nodes. This measurement
is a binary query, which yields 1 if an edge exists between a random pair of nodes in G, and 0
otherwise2. At first order, we consider repeated observations of a single such measurement. We
define the first-order graph moment µ1 (the “mean”) as the expected value of this quantity: the
counts of edges in G normalized by the counts of edges in the complete graph with n nodes.
Hence, the first-order graph moment of a network is simply its edge density.
2One might consider measuring a random node instead. However, the presence of a node per se does not
give any new information. On the other hand, querying the degree of a node yields an integer, containing more
information than the binary result from querying the existence of a single edge.
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For the second-order graph moments, we again consider a binary query, but now using two
simultaneous such measurements. This query yields 1 ifG contains edges between both pairs of
nodes, and 0 otherwise. We now must distinguish between two new cases: when the two edges
share a node, thereby forming a wedge (µ2 ); and when they do not share any node (µ2 ). Each
case is associated with a different second-order graph moment, which we analogously define
as the counts of the associated subgraph in G, normalized by the counts of this subgraph in the
complete graph with n nodes. Hence, the second-order graph moments of a network are the
densities of substructures with two edges.
Likewise, we define an rth-order graph moment for each of the ways that r edges can relate
to each other (see fig. 1 for the subgraphs associated with graph moments up to third order).
Again, µrg is the density of subgraph g, defined as its counts in G normalized by its counts in
the complete graph with the same number of nodes as G.
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Fig. 1: Subgraphs associated with graph moments. The graph moment µrg of a network
G is defined as the counts of the subgraph g (with r edges), normalized by the counts of this
subgraph if connections were present between all pairs of nodes in G. Displayed here are the
subgraphs g associated with the graph moments up to third order (for simple graphs). The full
set of rth-order moments contains all substructures with exactly r edges (including disconnected
subgraphs), corresponding to all the ways that r edges can relate to each other.
The scalability of computing graph moments is determined by the computational complexity
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associated with counting connected subgraphs, as these imply the counts of disconnected
subgraphs (see supplementary materials S1.1 for details). This is an important fact, as the
counts of disconnected subgraphs are generally orders of magnitude larger, and we can leverage
numerous methods for efficiently counting connected subgraphs (41,42, 43, 44).
Graph cumulants
As the density of smaller substructures increases, the appearance of larger substructures that
contain them as subgraphs will clearly also tend to increase. Hence, we would like to
measure the difference between the observed value of a given graph moment and that which
would be expected due to graph moments of lower order, so as to quantify the propensity (or
aversiveness) for that specific network substructure. Cumulants are the natural statistics with
this desired property. For example, the variance quantifies the intuitive notion of the “spread”
of a distribution (regardless of its mean), while the skew and the kurtosis reflect, respectively,
the asymmetry and contribution of large deviations to this spread.
While often defined via the cumulant generating function (45, 46), cumulants have an
equivalent combinatorial definition (38,39, 40) (see fig. 2). At order r, it involves the partitions
of a set of r elements:
µr =
∑
pi∈Pr
∏
p∈pi
κ|p|, (1)
where µr is the r
th moment, κr is the r
th cumulant, Pr is the set of all partitions of a set of r
unique elements, pi is one such partition, p is a subset of a partition pi, and |p| is the number of
elements in a subset p.
When generalizing this definition to graph moments, the partitioning Pr of the edges must
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respect their connectivity (see fig. 2, bottom row), i.e.
µrg =
∑
pi∈P
E(g)
∏
p∈pi
κ|p| gp , (2)
where E(g) is the set of the r edges forming subgraph g, PE(g) is the set of partitions of these
edges, and gp is the subgraph formed by the edges in a subset p. These expressions can then be
inverted to yield the graph cumulants in terms of graph moments (summarized in supplementary
materials S10 and provided in our code).
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Fig. 2: To expand an rth-order graph moment in terms of graph cumulants, enumerate
all partitions of the r edges comprising its subgraph. The top three rows illustrate the
combinatorial expansion of the classical moments in terms of cumulants. Analogously, the
bottom row shows how to expand µ3 in terms of graph cumulants. The last term (κ
3
1 )
corresponds to partitioning this subgraph into three subsets, each with a single edge. The first
term (κ3 ) corresponds to “partitioning” this subgraph into a single subset containing all three
edges, thus inheriting the connectivity of the entire subgraph. The remaining terms (κ2κ1)
correspond to partitioning this subgraph into a subset with one edge and a subset with two
edges. This can be done in three different ways: in two cases (the two κ2 κ1 terms), the subset
with two edges has those edges sharing a node; and in one case (the κ2 κ1 term), the subset
with two edges has those edges not sharing any node.
Essentially, the defining feature of cumulants is their additive nature when summing
independent random variables (31,32,46,45). In supplementary materials S8, we show that the
graph cumulants of independent graph-valued random variables also have this additive property
for a natural notion of summing graphs. Moreover, we remark that the Erdo˝s–Re´nyi distribution
has graph cumulants of zero for all orders r ≥ 2, similar to the classical cumulants of the normal
distribution, which are zero for all orders r ≥ 3.
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Quantifying propensity for substructures:
scaled graph cumulants
Cumulants are often scaled, as dimensionless quantities allow for interpretable comparisons.
For example, the precision of a measurement is often quantified by the relative standard
deviation (κ
1/2
2 /κ1), and the linear correlation between two random variables X and Y is
often quantified by the Pearson correlation coefficient (Cov(X, Y )/κ
1/2
2 (X)κ
1/2
2 (Y ), i.e., their
second-order joint cumulant divided by the geometric mean of their individual second-order
cumulants). Likewise, we define scaled graph cumulants as κ˜rg ≡ κrg/κr1 , and report the
“signed” rth root, i.e., the real number with magnitude equal to
∣∣κ˜rg∣∣1/r and with the same sign as
κ˜rg. These scaled graph cumulants offer principled measures of the propensity (or aversiveness)
of a network to display any substructure of interest.
Scaling graph cumulants also allows for meaningful comparisons of the propensity of
different networks to exhibit a particular substructure, even when these networks have different
sizes and edge densities. To illustrate this point, we consider clustering, a hallmark feature
of many real networks (7, 8, 13). This notion is frequently understood as the prevalence of
triadic closure (4, 9), an increased likelihood that two nodes are connected if they have mutual
neighbors, i.e., a propensity for triangles. This property is often quantified by the clustering
coefficient C , defined as the probability that two neighbors of the same node are themselves
connected. While this quantity is easily expressed within our formalism as C = µ3 /µ2 , it
is neither a graph cumulant nor dimensionless. We propose that the scaled triangle cumulant
κ˜3 is a more appropriate measure of clustering in networks, as demonstrated in fig. 3 (for the
natural extension to clustering in bipartite networks, see fig. S1).
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Fig. 3: The scaled triangle cumulant provides a principled measure of triadic closure. We
sampled n tworks from the symmetric stochastic block mod l on n nodes with 2 communities,
SSBM(n, 2, a, b), for a range of a and , for both 128 nodes (top) and 512 nodes (bottom).
The horizontal axis indicates the level of assortativity: 0 corresponds to Erdo˝s–Re´nyi (ER)
graphs (no community structure), +1 to two disjoint ER graphs (only connections within the
two communities), and −1 to random bipartite graphs (only connections between the two
communities, thus, no triangles). The vertical axis indicates the edge density, in terms of
average degree. For each set of parameters, we compute the average of both the global clustering
coefficient C (left) and scaled triangle cumulant κ˜3 (right), displaying the signed fourth root
for κ˜3 . While both measures increase with assortativity (as desired), the clustering coefficient
also varies with network size and edge density, whereas the scaled triangle cumulant is invariant
to such differences.
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Graph cumulants for networks with additional features
While it is possible to treat most networks as undirected, unweighted graphs, real networks
frequently contain more information (e.g., node attributes). Our formalism naturally
incorporates many such augmentations. As before, there is a graph moment of order r for each
of the unique substructures (now endowed with the additional features) containing r edges.
The conversion to graph cumulants likewise respects the additional features. We now discuss
the specific cases of directed edges, node attributes, and edge weights. In supplementary
materials S2, we illustrate their ability to quantify the propensity for different substructures
in a variety of real networks with these additional features. In supplementary materials S10,
we provide expressions for computing some of these augmented graph moments and graph
cumulants. For clarity, we consider each of these features individually; combining them is
relatively straightforward.
Directed edges
When analyzing a directed network, the graph moments must incorporate the orientation of the
edges. While the first-order graph moment (µ1 ) still simply considers the number of directed
edges (as edge orientation only carries meaning when considered with respect to the orientation
of some other edge), there are now five second-order directed graph moments. The wedge
configuration (two edges sharing one node) is now associated with three moments: one with
both edges oriented towards the central node (µ2 ), one with both edges oriented away from it
(µ2 ), and one with an edge towards and the other away (µ2 ). The relative orientation of two
edges that do not share any node cannot be determined, and therefore is still associated with a
single moment (µ2 ). Finally, the configuration of two reciprocal edges (i.e., two nodes that are
connected by edges in both directions) is associated with the fifth second-order moment (µ2 ).
The appropriate normalization is with respect to the counts in the complete directed graph, i.e.,
12
that which has every pair of nodes connected by edges in both directions. Fig. S3 illustrates how
incorporating the directed nature of protein interaction networks reveals additional structure.
Node attributes
Often, nodes of a network have intrinsic attributes (e.g., demographics for social networks).
The graph moments of such networks are defined by endowing the subgraphs with same
attributes. For example, consider the case of a network in which every node has one of two
possible “flavors”: “charm” and “strange”. There are now three first-order graph moments:
an edge between two “charm” nodes (µ1 ), an edge between two “strange” nodes (µ1 ), and
an edge between one of each (µ1 ). To compute the moments, we normalize by their counts
in the complete graph on the same set of nodes: here,
(
n
2
)
,
(
n
2
)
, and n n , respectively.
Fig. S2 considers a (binary) gendered network of primary school students (47), illustrating
how incorporating node attributes elucidates the correlations between node type and their
connectivity patterns.
A common special case of networks with node attributes are bipartite networks: nodes have
one of two types (e.g., authors and publications (48), plants and pollinators (49)) and edges
are only allowed between nodes of different type. As certain subgraphs are now unrealizable,
bipartite networks have only one first-order moment (an edge connecting a “charm” to a
“strange”, µ1 ), and two second-order wedge moments: a “charm” node connected to two
“strange” nodes (µ2 ), and a “strange” node connected to two “charm” nodes (µ2 ).
Edge weights
To compute graph moments for weighted networks, subgraphs should be counted with
multiplicity equal to the product of their edge weights (24) (see supplementary materials S8 for
a detailed justification). The normalization is the same as in the unweighted case, i.e., divide
13
the (weighted) count of the relevant subgraph by the count of this subgraph in the unweighted
complete graph with the same number of nodes. Note that, unlike unweighted networks, graph
moments may be greater than one for weighted networks. In fig. S4, we analyze a weighted
network of social interactions (50), illustrating how allowing for variable connection strength
can increase statistical significance and even change the resulting interpretations.
Inference from a single network
Unbiased estimators of graph cumulants
Thus far, we have not made a distinction between the graph moments of an observed network
G and those of the distribution G from which this network was sampled. This is because, in a
sense, they are the same: 〈µrg(G)〉 = µrg(G) (where the angled brackets 〈 · 〉 denote expectation
with respect to the distribution G), a property known as “inherited on the average” (51).
However, for cumulants, this distinction is important. Cumulants of a distribution are
defined by first computing the moments of the distribution, then converting them to cumulants
(as opposed to computing the cumulants of the individual samples, then taking the expectation
of those quantities). Due to the fact that the cumulants are nonlinear functions of the moments,
they are not necessarily preserved in expectation, i.e., not inherited on the average (51, 52).
For example, consider the problem of estimating the variance of a distribution over the real
numbers given n observations from it. Simply using the variance of these observations gives
an estimate whose expectation is less than the variance of the underlying distribution, and one
should multiply it by the well-known correction factor of n
n−1 . The generalizations of this
correction factor for higher-order cumulants are known as the k-statistics (52); given a finite
number of observations, they are the minimum-variance unbiased estimators of the cumulants
of the underlying distribution (53,54, 55, 56, 57, 58).
In many applications, one wishes to estimate a probability distribution over networks G after
14
observing only a single network G. Just as with classical cumulants, applying equation 2 to this
network also yields biased estimates of the graph cumulants of the underlying distribution,
i.e., 〈κrg(G)〉 6= κrg(G). In supplementary materials S3, we describe a procedure to obtain
unbiased estimators of graph cumulants κˆrg, as well as the variance of these estimators Var(κˆrg)
(supplementary materials S6.2). In particular, for simple graphs, we provide the expressions for
these unbiased estimators up to third order, as well as the variance for first order. Obtaining
a complete list of the expressions for the unbiased estimators of graph cumulants and their
variance would provide a powerful tool for network science (see supplementary materials S6.1
for a detailed discussion). This would allow for principled statistical tests of the propensity
(or aversiveness) for any substructure without explicitly sampling from some null model, a
procedure that is in general quite computationally expensive and often a main obstacle in the
analysis of real networks (20,59, 60, 61, 62).
However, sometimes one indeed requires samples from the underlying distribution, such as
when assessing the statistical significance of some property that cannot be easily expressed in
terms of the statistics defining this distribution. We now discuss how these unbiased graph
cumulants can be used to obtain a principled hierarchical family of network models (see
supplementary materials S4 and S5 for more details).
A principled hierarchical family of network models
A ubiquitous problem, arising in many forms, is that of estimating a probability distribution
based on partial knowledge. Often, one desires the distribution to have some set of properties,
but the problem is typically still highly unconstrained. In such cases, the maximum entropy
principle (63, 64, 65) provides a natural solution: of the distributions that satisfy these desired
properties, choose the one that assumes the least amount of additional information, i.e., that
which maximizes the entropy. For example, when modeling real-valued data, one often uses a
15
Gaussian, the maximum entropy distribution (over the reals) with prescribed mean and variance.
The analogous maximum entropy distributions for networks are known as exponential
random graph models (ERGMs). These models are used to analyze a wide variety of real
networks (66, 67, 68, 69, 70). Although it is possible to define an ERGM by prescribing
any set of realizable properties, attention is often given to the counts of edges and of other
context-dependent substructures (such as wedges or triangles for social networks (4,60,71,72)).
While individual networks sampled from this distribution do not necessarily have the same
counts (of edges and of specified substructures), the average values of these counts are required
to match those of the observed network.
Unfortunately, ERGMs of this type often result in pathological distributions, exhibiting
strong multimodality, such that typical samples have properties far from those of the observed
network they were intended to model. For example, the networks sampled from such an ERGM
might be either very dense or very sparse, despite the fact that averaging over these networks
yields the same edge count as that of the observed network. This phenomenon is known as the
“degeneracy problem”, and much effort has gone into understanding it (73,72,74). While some
remedies have been proposed (75, 76, 77), a principled and systematic method for alleviating
degeneracy has thus far remained elusive.
Based on our framework, we propose a hierarchical family of ERGMs that are immune
to the degeneracy problem (see fig. 4 for an example and supplementary materials S5 for
details). Our hierarchy is based on correlations between an increasing number of individual
connections: at rth order, the proposed ERGM is specified by all the graph cumulants of order
at most r. Importantly, when inferring such an ERGM G from a single observed networkG, it is
appropriate to use the unbiased graph cumulants, such that κrg(G) = κˆrg(G) for all subgraphs
through the chosen order (see supplementary materials S4 for the detailed protocol).
There are two main differences between our proposed family of ERGMs and those typically
16
used in the literature. First, our family prescribes the expected counts of all subgraphs
(including disconnected) with at most the desired order (see supplementary materials S9 for
a motivation of this choice based on a spectral representation of distributions over networks). In
contrast, current ERGMs only consider some (usually connected) subgraphs of interest, perhaps
due to the fact that not all of these subgraphs are deemed important to model the observed
network, or because disconnected subgraphs are not usually thought of as motifs (25, 78).
Second, the use of unbiased graph cumulants results in a distribution with expected subgraph
counts different from those of the observed network. Nevertheless, the ERGM distribution
induced by this choice generates samples that are appropriately clustered around the observed
network (see fig. 4 and supplementary materials S5 for detailed intuition).
17
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Fig. 4: Our proposed family of ERGMs does not suffer from the “degeneracy problem”.
We compute the exact distributions over simple graphs with 10 nodes resulting from fitting two
ERGMs to the same observed network (shown on the right), and plot the resulting distributions
of: a) edge counts, and b) wedge (i.e., 2-star) counts. Green corresponds to a network
model frequently used in the literature: ERGM(µ1 , µ2 ), the maximum entropy distribution
with prescribed expected counts of edges and wedges. Purple corresponds to our analogous
second-order network model: ERGM(µˆ1 , µˆ2 , µˆ2 ), with prescribed expected unbiased counts
of substructures of first and second order, i.e., edges, wedges, and two edges that do not share
any node. We fit the model using the procedure described in supplementary materials S4, with
unbiasing parameter η = 1
11
. Black lines denote the counts in the observed network that these
distributions are intended to model. In sharp contrast to our proposed ERGM(µˆ1 , µˆ2 , µˆ2 ), the
currently used ERGM(µ1 , µ2 ) can result in a distribution whose typical samples are notably
different from the observed network. This is reflected in the fact that the green distributions
have maxima far from their means. This undesirable behavior, known as the degeneracy
problem, tends to become even more pronounced for larger networks (75). In supplementary
materials S5, we explain why this occurs and why our proposed family of ERGMs does not
suffer from this problem.
Discussion
Over a century ago, Thiele introduced cumulants (79), a concept now fundamental to the field
of statistics (32, 33, 46, 45, 39, 40), which has justifiably percolated throughout the scientific
community (35,36,37,38,80). In this work, we introduce graph cumulants, their generalization
to networks (fig. 2). This principled hierarchy of network statistics provides a framework to
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systematically describe and compare networks (figs. 3 and S1), naturally including those with
additional features, such as directed edges (fig. S3), node attributes (fig. S2), and edge weights
(fig. S4). Moreover, through the lens of the maximum entropy principle, these statistics induce
a natural hierarchical family of network models. These models are immune to the “degeneracy
problem”, providing a principled prescription for obtaining distributions that are clustered
around the properties of the network they intend to model (figs. 4, S5, and S6).
To make appropriate predictions, one must acknowledge that the observed data are but one
instantiation, inherently incomplete and stochastic, of some underlying process. In network
science, one typically has a single network observation, and would like to make inferences
about the distribution from which it came. This is analogous to characterizing the distribution of
a classical random variable given a finite collection of samples. However, aside from the mean,
the cumulants of a finite sample are not the same (in expectation) as those of the underlying
distribution. The desired unbiased estimators are known as the k-statistics (52, 56, 58) (e.g.,
the n
n−1 correction factor for the sample variance). Characterizing the distributions of these
unbiased estimators allows for a variety of principled statistical tests (e.g., the use of the χ2
distribution for analyzing the sample variance). In supplementary materials S3, we provide a
procedure for deriving the analogous unbiased estimators of graph cumulants given a single
network observation, and in supplementary materials S6.2, we provide a procedure for deriving
their variance. While the derivations are incredibly tedious, once the expressions are obtained,
they could be used to systematically measure the statistical significance of the propensity
(or aversiveness) for arbitrary substructures (see supplementary materials S6.1). This is an
incredibly promising avenue, as it circumvents the need for constructing and sampling from
a network null model, a major challenge for many current methods. As with the rest of our
framework, such an analysis naturally incorporates additional features, such as directed edges,
node attributes and edge weights.
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Graph cumulants quantify the propensity for substructures throughout the entire network.
However, in some applications, statistics that quantify the propensity of individual nodes (or
edges) to participate in these substructures are more appropriate. For example, the local
clustering coefficient (13) aims to describe the propensity of a node to participate in triangles
(as does the edge clustering coefficient for edges). However, as before, there is no general
framework for arbitrary substructures. Our graph cumulant formalism again offers a systematic
prescription. Essentially, the local graph cumulants are obtained by giving the node (or edge)
of interest a unique identity and computing the graph cumulants of the entire network with
this augmented information (see supplementary materials S7 for details). These local graph
cumulants could serve as useful primitives in machine learning tasks such as node classification
(81,82, 83) and link prediction (84).
Just as the scientific community has converged upon the variance as the canonical measure
of the spread of a distribution, the field of network science could greatly benefit from a similarly
standardized measure of the propensity for an arbitrary substructure. Inspired by over a century
of work in theoretical statistics, the framework of graph cumulants introduced in this paper
provides a uniquely principled solution.
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Supplementary Materials
S1 Python module for computing graph cumulants
We provide a python module that computes graph moments of networks, including networks
with directed edges, edge weights, and binary node attributes. Conversions to and from graph
cumulants (as well as their unbiased counterparts) are also implemented.
We use the python package igraph (85) to count instances of subgraphs in a network. In
conjunction with the symbolic computation available in Mathematica (86), we automatically
derived the expressions for the counts of disconnected subgraphs in terms of the connected
counts (see supplementary materials S1.1), as well as the expressions for converting graph
moments to graph cumulants (see supplementary materials S10).
Our code contains the expressions to obtain graph cumulants up to: sixth order for
undirected unweighted networks, fifth order for undirected weighted networks (plus a singleK4
at sixth order), fifth order for directed unweighted networks (plus a single K3 at sixth order),
subgraphs of K2,2 for bipartite networks, and subgraphs of K3 for networks with binary node
attributes. Expressions for the unbiased graph cumulants are implemented up to third order for
undirected unweighted networks (see supplementary materials S3).
S1.1 Efficiently computing graph moments
The scalability of our framework is determined by the computational time required to count
the relevant connected subgraphs. This is because the counts of the disconnected subgraphs
can be inferred by the counts of the connected subgraphs, and therefore do not need to be
explicitly enumerated. This is an important fact, as the counts of the disconnected subgraphs
are generally orders of magnitude larger than those of the connected ones. Moreover, counting
connected subgraphs is an active area of research, and much work has gone into their efficient
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computation (41,42, 43, 44).
To illustrate how the counts of disconnected subgraphs are derivable from the connected
subgraph counts, consider the case of second-order moments for simple graphs. From first
order, one has the counts of edges in the network, c =
(
n
2
)
µ1 . Consider all unordered pairs
of distinct edges; each pair corresponds to a single second-order count: either of a wedge, or
of two edges that do not share any node, thus
(c
2
)
= c + c . Hence, the count of two edges
that do not share any node c is directly derivable from the count of edges c and the count of
wedges c .
A similar argument applies to all orders. For instance, at third order, there are two
disconnected subgraphs: three edges that do not share any node, and a wedge and an edge
that do not share any node. By enumerating all triplets of distinct edges, as well as all pairs of
a wedge and an edge not contained in that wedge, we obtain the following expressions:(
c
3
)
= c + c + c + c + c ,
c (c − 2) = c + 3c + 3c + 2c .
We now discuss the scalability of counting the instances of a connected subgraph g with n′
nodes in a network G with m edges and n nodes. The complexity of a naı¨ve enumeration of the
n!
(n−n′)! potential node mappings scales as O(nn
′
). However, there exist notably more efficient
algorithms for certain subgraphs (such as triangles, stars, and cliques), especially when G has
particular properties, such as sparsity (78, 87, 90). For example, the worst-case computational
time complexity for counting n′-cliques is known to be at mostO(n′mn′/2) time (88). The counts
of the r-stars can be quickly computed, as they are proportional to the rth factorial moments
of the degree distribution (89, 94). Moreover, some of these algorithms can be substantially
accelerated through parallel computation (92, 93) and approximate values can be obtained by
stochastic methods (91). Asymptotics aside, from a pragmatic perspective, Pinar et al. (44)
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showed that the exact counts of all connected subgraphs with up to 5 nodes can be obtained for
networks with tens of millions of edges in minutes on a commodity machine (64GB memory).
S2 Applications to networks with additional features
In this section, we first demonstrate how our framework provides a natural notion of clustering
in bipartite networks. We then illustrate the utility of incorporating additional network features
by analyzing real networks with directed edges, node attributes, and weighted edges.
S2.1 Quantifying clustering
Quantifying clustering in networks with additional features is an active domain of research
that has arguably not reached a consensus. For example, there have been multiple proposals
for weighted (106, 97, 98), directed (95, 96) and bipartite networks (99, 107, 100, 101). For all
cases, our framework provides a principled measure of clustering, viz., the relevant scaled graph
cumulant. For example, for directed networks, the two third-order scaled triangle cumulants
provide two measures of clustering: one with cyclic orientation κ˜3 and one with transitive
κ˜3 . For bipartite networks, extensions are somewhat less straightforward, as triangles are now
excluded. Several proposed measures consider the appearance of 4-cycles, similarly compared
to the number of incomplete cycles. In fig. S1, we compare the scaled graph cumulant of
the 4-cycle subgraph κ˜4 with the clustering coefficient proposed by (99), expressed in our
framework as C = µ4 /µ3 . Again our measure is more directly sensitive to the propensity
for clustering.
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Fig. S1: A principled measure of clustering in bipartite networks. We simulated a bipartite
geometric graph model with two parameters, f and 〈d〉, which determine the propensity for
clustering (horizontal axis) and the edge density (v tical axis), respectively. The model first
divides the nodes (here, 256) into two groups of equal size and randomly places them on the
unit sphere. Each node may only connect to nodes from the other group, and only when they
are within a certain radius, such that the area it contains is a fraction 1− f of the entire unit
sphere. Among these possible connections, a rand m subset is chosen, so as to match the
desired average egree 〈d〉. For each set of parameters, we compute the average of both the
global bipartite clustering coefficient C from (99) (lef ) nd he scaled square cumulant for
bipartite networks κ˜4 (right), displaying the signed fourth root for κ˜4 . While both clustering
measures increase with f , the bipartite clustering coefficient C also notably increases with
average degree, whereas κ˜4 is insensitive to such changes in edge density.
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Fig. S2: Including node attributes reveals additional structure. We use the scaled graph
cumulants for weighted networks with a binary node attribute to analyze a social network
(222 nodes and 5364 edges) of interactions between primary school students from (47), with
edge weights proportional to the number of interactions between pairs of students and node
attributes corresponding to their (binary) sex. Purple nodes indicate female students, and green
nodes indicate male students. Colored bars denote the value of (scaled) graph cumulant in
the original network, and error bars denote the mean plus or minus one standard deviation for
randomly shuffled node attributes (64 runs). a) The three first-order cumulants. b) The six
second-order scaled wedge cumulants. c) The four third-order scaled triangle cumulants. The
first-order graph cumulants (i.e., the density of edges between nodes of the indicated type) reveal
a symmetric preference for homophily between the sexes, an effect well-documented in the
social science literature (4). As all second-order scaled wedge cumulants are positive, we can
infer a preference for hubs (i.e., nodes with degree notably larger than the average). Likewise,
as all third-order scaled triangle cumulants are notably positive, we can infer a preference for
triadic closure, a feature also present in many social networks (13, 60). While there does not
appear to be much of a difference between the sexes at second order, the third-order scaled
cumulants suggest that triadic closure is more prevalent when more participants are female.
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S2.3 Networks with directed edges
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Fig. S3: The graph cumulant formalism naturally incorporates directed structure. We
use the scaled cumulants for directed networks to analyze regulatory networks of protein
interacti ns from (102) of: a) yeast (4441 nodes and 12873 edges), and b) humans (3197 nodes
and 6896 edges). Error bars denote the mean and one standard deviation f r the same network
with randomized edge orientations. Despite the marked phenotypical differences between
these two species, their regulatory networks display notable similarities. In particular, of the
triangular substructures (κ˜3 ), the feedforward (or transitive) substructure (κ˜3 ) is significantly
more prevalent than the cyclic (κ˜3 ). Interestingly, while there is a higher prevalence of a central
protein regulating many others (κ˜2 ), proteins that regulate each other display a propensity to
both re ulate the same other protein (κ˜4 ).
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Fig. S4: Incorporating edge weights can increase the signal and possibly change the
resulting interpretations. We use the scaled graph cumulants for weighted networks to
analyze a social network (410 nodes and 2765 edges) of face-to-face interactions during an
exhibition on infectious diseases from (50), with edge weights proportional to the total time
a pair of people spent interacting. The scaled cumulants associated with clustering (i.e., κ˜3
and κ˜6 ) increase when using the true edge weights (dark purple) as opposed to using the
corresponding unweighted network (light purple). Conversely, many of the others become
smaller, in particular, κ˜2 and κ˜3 , both of which are associated with power-law properties
of the degree distribution. The most notable deviation occurs for κ˜4 , which is positive for
the unweighted network, but negative for the weighted network. This negative cumulant could
be interpreted as an anticorrelation between participating in triadic closure and interacting with
many others, not unreasonable for such an exhibition: hosts are likely to talk with many different
people, whereas groups of visitors tend to interact amongst themselves.
S3 Unbiased graph cumulants
In this section, we discuss the desired properties of the unbiased estimators κˆrg of graph
cumulants, focusing our discussion on simple graphs. We describe the procedure for deriving
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these unbiased graph cumulants κˆrg, using the two second-order cumulants as an example, and
provide the expressions up to third order.
In the spirit of k-statistics (52), we consider a large network GN with N nodes (the
“population”), randomly select a subset of n nodes from GN , and observe the induced subgraph
G (the “sample”). We require the expectations of the unbiased graph cumulants κˆrg to be
invariant under this node subsampling (i.e., 〈κˆrg(G)〉 = κˆrg(GN)), and to have the appropriate
limit (i.e., κˆrg(GN)→ κrg(GN) as N →∞). Moreover, suppose one generates a maximum
entropy distribution with graph cumulants κrg(G) equal to these κˆrg(G) up to some choice of
order r′ (i.e., an ERGM of order r′). Consider sampling single networks from this distribution
and computing their κˆrg. For r ≤ r′, the expectations 〈κˆrg〉 are equal to the cumulants κrg of
the distribution itself. Thus, the κˆrg(G) provide unbiased estimators for the graph cumulants of
the ERGM distribution G from which G was sampled.
As for real-valued random variables, the unbiased cumulants are polynomials in the
moments, with coefficients that depend on the sample size n. We first consider how the
relevant graph moments and their products change when removing a single random node from a
networkG. By requiring that the expectations of the expressions for the unbiased cumulants are
unchanged, we obtain recursion relations for the coefficients of the polynomials as a function
of n. We solve these recursion relations using Mathematica (86), and fix the undetermined
constants such that the n→∞ limit agrees with the original combinatorial expressions for κrg
(equation 2 and fig. 2).
As is the case with classical cumulants, the first-order unbiased graph cumulant κˆ1 is simply
κˆ1 = κ1 = µ1 . Here, we illustrate our procedure applied to the second-order graph cumulants.
The general form of a second-order polynomial in the moments is given by
κˆ2g = A(n)µ2 +B(n)µ
2
1 + C(n)µ1 . (3)
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Note that it is not necessary to include a term for µ2 , as it can be expressed as a function of the
other terms (see supplementary materials S1.1).
We now describe how to determine the expectation of each of the terms (µ2 , µ
2
1 , and µ1 )
when removing a single random node from G. The easiest term is µ1 . Let c be the counts of
edges in the original network on n nodes (as usual), di be the degree of node i, and c
′ be the
counts of edges in the network with node i removed. Clearly, c′ = c − di, so 〈c′ 〉 = c − 〈di〉.
As 〈di〉 =
2c
n
, we obtain 〈c′ 〉 = (1− 2
n
)c . Dividing by the edge counts in the corresponding
complete networks, we have 〈µ′1 〉 = (
n
2)
(n−12 )
(1− 2
n
)µ1 = µ1 . In fact, this is general: all graph
moments are preserved in expectation under subsampling of the nodes,
〈µ′rg〉 = µrg. (4)
Products of moments, however, are generally not preserved in expectation. For instance,
consider µ21 . The expected squared count of edges in the subsampled network is
〈c′2〉 = 〈(c − di)2〉 = c2 − 2c 〈di〉+ 〈d2i 〉.
Fortunately, 〈d2i 〉 is easily expressed in terms of the wedge moment:
c =
∑
i
(
di
2
)
=
n
2
(〈d2i 〉 − 〈di〉) ,
thus, 〈d2i 〉 = 2nc + 〈di〉 and 〈c′2〉 = 2nc + (1− 4n)c2 + 2nc . Dividing by the appropriate
counts in the corresponding complete networks yields
〈µ′21 〉 =
4
(n− 1)(n− 2)µ2 +
n(n− 4)
(n− 2)2 µ
2
1 +
4
(n− 1)(n− 2)2µ1 .
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Therefore, the resulting recursion relations for A(n), B(n), and C(n) are:
A(n) = A(n− 1) + 4
(n− 1)(n− 2)B(n− 1), (5)
B(n) =
n(n− 4)
(n− 2)2 B(n− 1), (6)
C(n) = C(n− 1) + 4
(n− 1)(n− 2)2B(n− 1). (7)
The solution to equation 6 is
B(n) = b
n(n− 1)
(n− 2)(n− 3) , (8)
and substituting this into equations 5 and 7 results in
A(n) = b
4(n− 4)
(n− 3) + a, (9)
C(n) = b
(n− 1)(n− 4)
(n− 2)(n− 3) + c, (10)
where a, b, and c are constants to be determined.
To obtain κˆ2 , we require that the n→∞ limit agrees with κ2 , viz.,
A −−−→
n→∞
1, B −−−→
n→∞
−1, C −−−→
n→∞
0.
Thus, the relevant constants are a = 5, b = −1, and c = 1, so κˆ2 is given by
κˆ2 =
n+ 1
n− 3µ2 −
n(n− 1)
(n− 2)(n− 3)µ
2
1 +
2
(n− 2)(n− 3)µ1 . (11)
Recalling that c + c =
(c
2
)
, we repeat the same procedure to obtain κˆ2 . This case is a bit
less straightforward (although the result, κˆ2 = 0, is comparatively simpler). As n→∞, the
number of pairs of edges in the network grows as
(c
2
)
= n
4
8
µ21 , while the number of wedges
is bounded by c < n
3
2
. Therefore, the number of pairs of edges that do not share any node is
c = n
4
8
µ21 (1−O( 1n)). Thus, µ2 = µ21 +O( 1n), and κ2 = O( 1n)→ 0. Hence, the (unique)
coherent solution is a = b = c = 0, so κˆ2 = 0. Indeed, the same result holds for graphons
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(the natural limit of a sequence of dense graphs of increasing size (108)), where it can be
shown (24) that µ2 −−−→
n→∞
µ21 , and therefore κ2 −−−→
n→∞
0. More generally, for a single network
observation, κˆrg = 0 for all disconnected subgraphs g.
To summarize, as with a real-valued random variable, the unbiased estimator of the
first-order cumulant is simply the first-order cumulant itself,
κˆ1 = µ1 , (12)
the unbiased estimators of the second-order cumulants are
κˆ2 =
n+ 1
n− 3µ2 −
n(n− 1)
(n− 2)(n− 3)µ
2
1 +
2
(n− 2)(n− 3)µ1 , (13)
κˆ2 = 0. (14)
Applying the same procedure to the third-order graph cumulants yields
κˆ3 = C
( )
1 µ1 + C
( )
1 1 µ
2
1 + C
( )
2 µ2 + C
( )
1 1 1 µ
3
1 + C
( )
2 1 µ2 µ1
+ C
( )
3 µ3 + C
( )
3 µ3 + C
( )
3 µ3 , (15)
κˆ3 = C
( )
1 µ1 + C
( )
1 1 µ
2
1 + C
( )
2 µ2 + C
( )
1 1 1 µ
3
1 + C
( )
2 1 µ2 µ1
+ C
( )
3 µ3 + C
( )
3 µ3 + C
( )
3 µ3 , (16)
κˆ3 = C
( )
1 µ1 + C
( )
1 1 µ
2
1 + C
( )
2 µ2 + C
( )
1 1 1 µ
3
1 + C
( )
2 1 µ2 µ1
+ C
( )
3 µ3 + C
( )
3 µ3 + C
( )
3 µ3 , (17)
κˆ3 = 0, (18)
κˆ3 = 0, (19)
where
C
( )
1 = C
( )
1 =
16
(n− 2)(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (20)
C
( )
1 =
8
(n− 2)(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (21)
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C
( )
1 1 = C
( )
1 1 =
−12n(n− 1)
(n− 2)(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (22)
C
( )
1 1 =
−6n(n− 1)
(n− 2)(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (23)
C
( )
2 = C
( )
2 =
12(n+ 3)
(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (24)
C
( )
2 =
8(n+ 1)
(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (25)
C
( )
1 1 1 = C
( )
1 1 1 = 2
n2(n− 1)2
(n− 2)(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (26)
C
( )
1 1 1 =
n2(n− 1)2
(n− 2)(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (27)
C
( )
2 1 = C
( )
2 1 = −3
(n+ 3)n(n− 1)
(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (28)
C
( )
2 1 = −2
(n+ 1)n(n− 1)
(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (29)
C
( )
3 = 1 +
6n+ 2
(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (30)
C
( )
3 =
6n+ 2
(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (31)
C
( )
3 =
4(n− 1)
(n− 3)(n− 4)(n− 5) , (32)
C
( )
3 =
6n+ 2
(n− 4)(n− 5) , (33)
C
( )
3 = 1 +
6n+ 2
(n− 4)(n− 5) , (34)
C
( )
3 =
4(n− 1)
(n− 4)(n− 5) , (35)
C
( )
3 = C
( )
3 =
12(n− 1)
(n− 4)(n− 5) (36)
C
( )
3 = 1 +
8(n− 2)
(n− 4)(n− 5) . (37)
These expressions may be inverted by exploiting the expressions relating the disconnected
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counts to those of the connected (supplementary materials S1.1), e.g.,
µˆ1 = κˆ1 , (38)
µˆ2 =
n− 3
n+ 1
κˆ2 +
n(n− 1)
(n+ 1)(n− 2) κˆ
2
1 −
2
(n+ 1)(n− 2) κˆ1 , (39)
µˆ2 =
1
#
((
# µˆ1
2
)
− # µˆ2
)
, (40)
where #g is the count of subgraph g in the complete network with n nodes (e.g., the
denominators of equations 70–81 in supplementary materials S10).
S4 Fitting ERGMs using unbiased graph cumulants
We now describe how to infer a model from our proposed hierarchical family of ERGMs using a
single observed networkG, again specializing our discussion to simple graphs. In particular, we
consider ERGMs with prescribed expected graph moments of at most order r (or, equivalently,
the associated subgraph counts, as the number of nodes n is fixed). These distributions have the
following form:
p(G) =
1
Z
ERn,1/2(G) exp
(∑
g
βgcg(G)
)
, (41)
Z =
∑
G′∈Ω
[
ERn,1/2(G′) exp
(∑
g
βgcg(G
′)
)]
, (42)
where ERn,p(G) is the probability of the network G in an Erdo˝s–Re´nyi random graph model
(i.e., the presence of an edge between any pair of nodes occurs independently with the given
probability p)3; βg is the parameter (or Lagrange multiplier) associated with subgraph g; cg(G)
is the count of subgraph g in the network G; Ω is the space of all simple graphs with n nodes;
and Z is the normalization constant (or partition function).
3Just as a biased coin has maximal entropy for p = 1/2, here, the maximum entropy distribution is given by
ERn,1/2, which is uniform over all labeled simple graphs with n nodes, i.e., uniform over all their associated
adjacency matrices.
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While an ERGM is typically specified by the desired expectations of the statistics of interest
(in this case, subgraph counts/moments), the parameters needed to compute the distribution
are the βg, and in general must be determined numerically. Moreover, as the number of
unique graphs grows super-exponentially in the number of nodes (e.g., there are 12005168
simple graphs with 10 nodes (103)), the partition function Z often cannot be exactly computed.
However, there exists a large body of literature on sampling and variational techniques for
efficiently approximating Z as a function of βg (76).
Given a single observed network, the protocol for inferring an ERGM from our hierarchical
family is as follows:
1. Choose the order of the desired ERGM. Use the observed network to compute the
unbiased estimators κˆrg of all graph cumulants up to and including this order (see
supplementary materials S3).
2. Substitute these unbiased cumulants into the combinatorial formula (equation 2) to
obtain the desired unbiased graph moments µˆrg for this ERGM.
3. Fit the parameters βg such that the resulting ERGM distribution has expected graph
moments equal to these µˆrg.
S4.1 Partially unbiased ERGMs
The expressions for the unbiased graph cumulants are derived by assuming that the nodes were
sampled randomly from a much larger underlying network (the “population”). However, this
assumption may not always be appropriate, such as when the observed network is small, or
when it could feasibly represent a significant fraction of the system of interest. For these
cases, we introduce an adjustable unbiasing parameter η ∈ [0, 1], where 1 corresponds to the
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aforementioned “fully” unbiased case, and 0 corresponds to using the original moments µrg of
the observed network (“no unbiasing”). Essentially, instead of assuming that the underlying
network is infinite, η controls its size (N nodes) relative to that of the observed network (n
nodes), and is defined as η = 1− n
N
.
The procedure is essentially the same as before, with a modified second step. In particular,
one first computes the unbiased estimates of the cumulants using the moments µ of the observed
network (step 1 of our procedure):
µ −−−−−−−−−−→
eq. 12–19 with n = n
κˆ. (43)
Then, one uses these κˆ in the inverse expressions, now using n = N :
κˆ −−−−−−−−−−−→
eq. 38–40 with n = N
µˆ. (44)
Finally, one fits the parameters βg such that the resulting ERGM distribution has expected graph
moments equal to these (partially unbiased) graph moments µˆrg (step 3 of our procedure).
S5 A geometric understanding
of the degeneracy problem
The degeneracy problem refers to the appearance of undesirable large-scale multimodality in
the distribution induced by an ERGM; despite the fact that averaging over this distribution gives
expected subgraph counts equal to those of the observed network (as desired), typical samples
from it have counts vastly different from these average values.
Essentially, this arises due to the shape of the base distribution (i.e., ERn,1/2) as a function
of the statistics whose expected values are constrained (75) (here the subgraph counts, or
equivalently, the corresponding graph moments). Recall from equation 41 that these ERGM
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distributions have the following form:
p(G) ∝ ERn,1/2(G) exp
(∑
g
βgcg(G)
)
. (45)
Projecting this distribution to the space of the relevant subgraph counts (i.e., summing the
probability of all networks for which these counts are the same), and taking its logarithm yields:
ln p(~c) = ln
(
ERn,1/2(~c)
)
+ ~β · ~c, (46)
where~c is the vector of relevant subgraphs counts, ~β is the vector of their associated parameters,
and we have dropped the term associated with the partition function (as it does not depend on
~c). Thus, to understand the behavior of p(G), it is geometrically instructive to look at the shape
of ln
(
ERn,1/2
)
as a function of ~c.
To provide intuition about the degeneracy problem and our proposed solution, here we give
attention to a commonly used (and easily visualizable) 2D model, denoted by ERGM(µ1 , µ2 ),
which prescribes the expected counts of edges and wedges in the distribution to be equal to
those of the observed network. For comparison, we consider our second-order ERGM, which
additionally prescribes the expected counts of pairs of edges that do not share any node. We
will discuss both the case when the expectations of these three subgraph counts are prescribed
to be those of the observed network, denoted by ERGM(µ1 , µ2 , µ2 ), and when they are
prescribed to be equal to the unbiased values (see supplementary materials S4), denoted by
ERGM(µˆ1 , µˆ2 , µˆ2 ).
Consider all tuples representing realizable subgraph counts of a single network in their re-
spective 2D (for ERGM(µ1 , µ2 )) or 3D (for ERGM(µ1 , µ2 , µ2 ) and ERGM(µˆ1 , µˆ2 , µˆ2 ))
spaces (fig. S5). Any point within the convex hull formed by these points may serve as the
prescribed expected values of some ERGM. However, some of these choices require degenerate
distributions. For example, consider 〈c 〉 = 1
2# , 〈c 〉 = 12# (where #g is the count of subgraph
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g in the complete graph with n nodes). Indeed, the only distribution with these expected values
is an equal mixture of the empty and complete networks — in a sense, the most “degenerate”
distribution possible!
Even if one restricts attention to tuples of subgraph counts that are realizable by a single
network, ERGM(µ1 , µ2 ) still does not always concentrate around these values. In particular,
this occurs when one chooses a network that lies along the concave boundary of the support
of ln(ERn,1/2(c , c )) (i.e., the region in fig. S5b, where c is large for a given number of
edges). This can be understood by considering equation 46: the ~β term (which serves to enforce
the prescribed expected subgraph counts) is linear and essentially “pushes” on the distribution
with the same direction and magnitude everywhere. Thus, increasing the expected counts of
wedges is inevitably coupled with a motion of the probability density toward the “tips” of this
crescent-shaped domain. Hence, the expected counts of wedges and the spread in the counts of
edges cannot be independently controlled, and the distribution can become degenerate.
In contrast, the ~β in ERGM(µ1 , µ2 , µ2 ) has an additional degree of freedom. Thus, it is
able to independently control the expected counts of edges and wedges, as well as the spread in
the counts of edges. However, if one requires that the expected counts (c , c , c ) are exactly
equal to those of the observed network, the resulting distribution necessarily concentrates on
networks with precisely this edge count. Essentially, this occurs because the triplet (c , c , c )
of any individual network lies on the boundary of the convex hull formed by all such triplets.
For a fixed number of edges, the relationship between the second-order moments is linear:
# µ2 + # µ2 = C (see fig. S5a). Additionally, the relationship between the counts of edges
and this invariant sum C has a curvature that does not change sign: C = 1
2
(#2µ21 − # µ1 ).
Thus, any distribution with expected counts equal to those of an observed network must have
support only in the linear direction given by the set of triplets with the same invariant sum C
(and therefore the same number of edges). Thus, we have “solved” the degeneracy problem by
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essentially fixing the number of edges in the ERGM. However, such a solution is not satisfactory
for many applications.
In order to obtain a non-degenerate distribution containing networks with different numbers
of edges, the triplet of expected counts must be slightly in the interior of the convex hull, in
the direction of the red arrow in figs. S5a and S6. The unbiased graph cumulants derived in
supplementary materials S3 provide a natural and consistent prescription for obtaining such
modified triplets of expected counts (and, more generally, modified tuples of expected counts
for higher order ERGMs). While this may seem to be an unusual choice (as such tuples are not
realizable by any individual network), it is indeed quite natural: even the ERn,p distributions
have tuples of expected counts that lie in this direction.
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Fig. S5: Prescribing the expected counts of all subgraphs of first and second order
allows for greater control over the resulting distribution. Here, we explicitly enumerate
all graphs with 10 nodes. Each point corresponds to a tuple of subgraph counts, and the
color corresponds to ln
(
ER10,1/2
)
, with darker colors denoting higher probability. a) When
represented as a function of (c , c , c ), the density of ER10,1/2 lies on a 2D submanifold with
extrinsic curvature. Three orthogonal directions can independently control the edge counts
(blue arrow), the wedge counts (green arrow), and the spread in the edge counts (red arrow). b)
In contrast, when representing the distribution as a function of (c , c ), these three quantities
cannot be independently controlled. This can lead to the “degenerate” distributions with
significant bimodality observed in certain ERGM(µ1 , µ2 ).
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Fig. S6: A stereographic image of the base distribution for graphs with 10 nodes. Displayed
is the logarithm of the base distribution ln(ER10,1/2(c , c , c )) embedded in the space of all
subgraph counts up to and including second order, i.e., edges, wedges, and two edges that do not
share any node. Darker colors indicate higher probability. To fully appreciate the stereographic
effect, print the image using either standard A4 paper or US letter size. Begin with the paper
close to your eyes. Allow your left eye to focus on the left image, while your right eye focuses
on the right image. Slowly move the paper away from your eyes, while maintaining focus
on the middle of the “three” images, until it is approximately 20–40 cm (8–16 in) away. The
“middle” image should be more apparent than those on either side, and its upper right corner
should appear farther away than its bottom left. See here for an animation.
For a few extremal networks, our prescription for obtaining the modified expected counts
may result in tuples that lie outside the convex hull, and thus do not lead to realizable ERGMs.
This tends to occur for networks that are unlikely to be observed when subsampling nodes
from a large network (such as regular or nearly-regular graphs). From a pragmatic perspective,
this is unlikely to be an issue, as real networks tend not to have such properties. Moreover,
if one does observe a network for which this is the case, the issue is often alleviated by using
an intermediate choice of the unbiasing parameter η to obtain the modified tuples of expected
counts (see supplementary materials S4.1).
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S6 Statistical inference without
constructing an explicit null model
In order to assess the statistical significance of a network’s propensity for substructures, one
needs to compare the observed cumulants with the distribution obtained from some appropriate
null model. While our proposed hierarchical family of ERGMs is a principled option,
unfortunately, obtaining the parameters ~β is often computationally prohibitive. Fortunately, our
procedure to derive the unbiased graph cumulants κˆrg (supplementary materials S3) can also be
used to derive their variance Var(κˆrg), allowing for statistical tests of a network’s propensity for
substructures without explicitly constructing a null model. We first explain how to perform such
a statistical test, then we illustrate how to obtain the variance of the unbiased graph cumulants,
using the derivation of Var(κˆ1 ) as an example.
S6.1 Statistical test using κˆrg and Var(κˆrg)
To analyze a substructure g with r edges, first measure the moments of the observed network
up to order 2r, and use these to compute the unbiased cumulant κˆrg, as well as its variance
Var(κˆrg). If κˆrg 6= 0, this potentially indicates a propensity (or aversiveness) for the substructure
g, depending on the sign of κˆrg. To determine if such an assessment is statistically significant,
one should compute the (squared) Z-score associated with the null hypothesis that κˆrg ∼ 0:
Z2rg =
κˆ2rg
Var(κˆrg)
. If Z2rg  1, one can be reasonably confident that the observed network has a
propensity (or aversiveness) for the substructure g. This procedure can also be used to measure
the similarity between two networks, by applying a two-sample t-test to the pair of unbiased
cumulants associated to each particular substructure.
The standard conversion from a Z-score to a p-value tacitly assumes normality, which
does not hold in general. However, our procedure to obtain unbiased graph cumulants and
the variance of their distributions can also be used to obtain higher-order cumulants of their
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distributions (although the derivations become incredibly tedious). Future work on these
unbiased cumulants (and the cumulants of their distributions) could lead to more principled
statistical tests of the propensity (or aversiveness) for arbitrary substructures.
S6.2 Deriving Var(κˆrg)
To obtain the variance of the unbiased graph cumulants, one can apply a procedure similar to
that described in supplementary materials S3. Here, we illustrate the derivation of the variance
of the first-order unbiased cumulant κˆ1 = µ1 .
In general, the expressions for Var(κˆrg) require moments up to order 2r, a property
analogous to that for real-valued random variables. Thus, for first order, we consider
expressions of the form
Var(µ1 ) = A(n)µ2 +B(n)µ
2
1 + C(n)µ1 . (47)
and again determine how the functions A(n), B(n), and C(n) should change when removing a
single random node. This provides a recursion relation, and determines these functions up to a
few constants, which are now chosen so to give zero variance as n→∞.
Assume that we started with an initial network with N  n nodes, and have subsampled
it down to n nodes, thereby accruing a variance Var(µ1 ) in the first moment. We consider the
increase in variance due to removing another random node. The change in the first moment
when removing node i is:
µ1 → µ′1 =
1(
n−1
2
) ((n
2
)
µ1 − di
)
= µ1 +
2
n− 2µ1 −
2
(n− 1)(n− 2)di. (48)
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Thus, Var(µ′1 ) = Var(µ1 ) + ∆Var, where
∆Var =
〈(
2
n− 2µ1 −
2
(n− 1)(n− 2)di
)2〉
n←N
=
4
(n− 2)2
〈
µ21
〉
n←N
− 8
(n− 1)(n− 2)2
〈
µ1 〈di〉
〉
n←N
+
4
(n− 1)2(n− 2)2
〈
〈d2i 〉
〉
n←N
, (49)
where the angle brackets 〈 · 〉n←N denote the expectation over networks with n nodes obtained
by randomly subsampling from the original N nodes, and angle brackets without a subscript
denote expectation with respect to a single such network (i.e., randomly choosing a node i from
these n nodes).
Starting with the last term of equation 49, recall from supplementary materials S3 that
〈di〉 =
2c
n
and 〈d2i 〉 =
2c
n
+ 〈di〉. Thus, we have〈
〈d2i 〉
〉
n←N
=
〈
2c
n
+
2c
n
〉
n←N
= (n− 1)(n− 2)〈µ2 〉n←N + (n− 1)〈µ1 〉n←N
= (n− 1)(n− 2)µˆ2 + (n− 1)µˆ1 . (50)
where µˆrg denote the graph moments of the large network with N nodes (equivalent to the fully
unbiased moments as N →∞, supplementary materials S4.1), and we have used the fact that
graph moments are preserved in expectation under subsampling of nodes.
For the middle term of equation 49, as the nodes are removed randomly,
〈
µ1 〈di〉
〉
n←N
=
〈
µ1
2
(
n
2
)
µ1
n
〉
n←N
= (n− 1)
〈
µ21
〉
n←N
, (51)
thus combining with the first term of equation 49, giving − 4
(n−2)2 〈µ21 〉n←N .
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Evaluating 〈µ21 〉n←N requires the inclusion of the current amount of variance:〈
µ21
〉
n←N
=
〈
µ1
〉2
n←N
+ Var(µ1 )
= µˆ21 + Var(µ1 ). (52)
Substituting these into the expression for Var(µ′1 ) yields a recursion relation:
Var(µ′1 ) = Var(µ1 )−
4
(n− 2)2
〈
µ21
〉
n←N
+
4
(n− 1)2(n− 2)2
〈
〈d2i 〉
〉
n←N
= Var(µ1 )−
4
(n− 2)2
(
µˆ21 + Var(µ1 )
)
+
4
(n− 1)2(n− 2)2
(
(n− 1)(n− 2)µˆ2 + (n− 1)µˆ1
)
=
n(n− 4)
(n− 2)2 Var(µ1 )−
4
(n− 2)2 µˆ
2
1
+
4
(n− 1)(n− 2) µˆ2 +
4
(n− 1)(n− 2)2 µˆ1 . (53)
The solution to this recursion relation (along with the condition that Var(µ1 )→ 0 as
n→∞) is given by
Var(κˆ1 ) =
1(
n
2
)(µˆ1 + (3− 2n)µˆ21 + 2(n− 2)µˆ2 )
=
1(
n
2
)(µ1 (1− µ1 ) + 2(n− 2)κˆ2 ). (54)
S7 Local graph cumulants
Graph cumulants are statistics of the entire network, quantifying its overall propensity for a
given substructure. However, in some applications, such as node classification (81, 82, 83) and
link prediction (84), one often desires statistics of the propensity of an individual node or edge to
participate in a given substructure. The graph cumulant framework naturally incorporates both
of these “local” cases. In this section, we describe how to derive these local graph moments and
cumulants for both nodes and edges, providing the expressions necessary to compute both local
triangle cumulants.
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S7.1 Node local graph cumulants
The node local graph moments and cumulants are defined by giving a unique identity to the node
of interest (here, symbolically distinguished by an empty circle), and applying the equations
for general node attributes (see supplementary materials S10.3). For example, for simple
graphs, there are now two first-order moments. One is defined as the count of edges between
the distinguished node and any other node (i.e., the degree of the distinguished node), again
normalized by the corresponding count in the associated complete graph:
µ1 =
c
n− 1 .
The other first-order moment is defined as the count of edges that do not use the distinguished
node, normalized by the corresponding count in the associated complete graph:
µ1 =
c(
n−1
2
) .
Likewise:
µ2 =
c(
n−1
2
) ,
µ2 =
c
2
(
n−1
2
) ,
µ3 =
c(
n−1
2
) .
The definition of node local graph cumulants follows the same procedure as before, now
taking care to incorporate the presence of this distinguished node, e.g.,
κ3 = µ3 − µ2 µ1 − 2µ2 µ1 + 2µ21 µ1 . (55)
The same care must be taken when scaling the node local graph cumulants, e.g.,
κ˜3 =
κ3
µ21 µ1
. (56)
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S7.2 Edge local graph cumulants
A similar procedure can be used to obtain edge local graph cumulants, where instead of
distinguishing a node, one now distinguishes an edge (here, represented by a four-pointed star at
the midpoint of that edge). Again, there are two first-order edge local graph cumulants, although
the one associated with the distinguished edge itself is trivial:
µ1 ≡ 1.
The other, associated with the remaining edges, is given by
µ1 =
c(
n
2
)− 1 ,
where the floating star indicates that the distinguished edge is not included in the illustrated
subgraph. In particular, as the nodes associated with the distinguished edge are equivalent
to any other, they are neither required in nor excluded from the illustrated subgraph. Thus,
c = c − 1, i.e., the count of edges in the network minus the one distinguished edge.
Likewise,
µ2 =
c
2(n− 2) ,
µ2 =
c
3
(
n
3
)− 2(n− 2) ,
µ3 =
c
n− 2 .
Again, our procedure requires no modification; the edge local graph cumulants are given by
a straightforward application of the combinatorial definition, e.g.,
κ3 = µ3 − 2µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ1 µ21 . (57)
Scaling the edge local graph cumulants also incorporates the distinguished edge, e.g.,
κ˜3 =
κ3
µ1 µ
2
1
. (58)
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S8 Graph cumulants are additive
Essentially, the defining property of cumulants is their unique additive nature when applied to
sums of independent random variables (31, 32) (e.g., Var(X + Y ) = Var(X) + Var(Y ) when
X and Y are independent). This property is integral to foundational results in probability and
statistics, such as the central limit theorem and its generalizations (46, 45). In this section, we
first define a natural notion of “summing” (denoted by ⊕) graph-valued random variables with
the same number of nodes. We then show that the graph cumulants of these distributions sum
when they are independent.
There are a variety of operations that compose two graphs, such as the disjoint union and
a variety of graph products (104). Here, we consider the sum of two graphs Ga⊕Gb to be at
the level of their adjacency matrices, defined by simply adding the entries component-wise. In
general, as the same graph can be represented by many adjacency matrices, we must assign
equal probability to each. In particular, for a graph G with n nodes represented by an adjacency
matrix A = {aij}, then one distributes the probability associated to this graph uniformly over
all matrices A′ = {aσ(i)σ(j)} for all permutations σ of {1, . . . , n}. Thus, when summing two
graphs, one considers all the ways that their sets of representative adjacency matrices could
sum. The result is a graph-valued random variable over weighted graphs (see figs. S7 and S8).
This notion extends to graph-valued random variables by the distributive property,(∑
G∈Ω
pa(G)G
)
⊕
(∑
G′∈Ω
pb(G
′)G′
)
=
∑
G∈Ω
∑
G′∈Ω
pa(G) pb(G
′)G⊕G′. (59)
Moreover, as ⊕ is clearly commutative and associative, it is also well-defined for multiple
graph-valued random variables.
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Fig. S7: Subgraphs are counted with multiplicity equal to the product of their edge
weights. To motivate this prescription, consider a network with integer edge weights, and
represent each integer-weighted edge as that number of unit-weighted edges. For the weighted
wedge graph shown here, by counting the number of pairs of unit-weighted edges that share
one node, we find that there are 2× 3 unweighted wedges in this weighted graph. Indeed, for
any weighted network (including those with real-valued edge weights), each subgraph should
be counted with weight equal to the product of its edge weights.
Even when summing unweighted graph-valued random variables, the result is a
graph-valued random variable over weighted graphs. Thus, to obtain the graph cumulants of the
resulting distribution, we must generalize the notion of subgraph density to weighted networks
(itself a useful extension). Several ways have been proposed to generalize counts of subgraphs
to weighted networks (95, 106, 97, 98). Within our framework, the consistent prescription is to
treat a weighted edge as a collection of multiple edges that sum to its weight. Hence, when
counting subgraphs, one should consider each instance with multiplicity equal to the product
of its edge weights (24). The normalization for graph moments is the same as before, i.e.,
the counts of the subgraphs in the unweighted complete network (thus, the graph moments of
weighted networks may be greater than one). Likewise, the conversion from graph moments to
graph cumulants remains identical (see expressions in supplementary materials S10.4).
With the definitions for summing graph-valued random variables and for computing
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moments and cumulants of weighted networks, we can now state the main result of this section
(see fig. S8): For two independent graph-valued random variables over n nodes, Ga and Gb, the
graph cumulants of their sum is the sum of their cumulants:
κrg(Ga⊕ Gb) = κrg(Ga) + κrg(Gb). (60)
By induction, this holds for the sum of any number of independent graph-valued random
variables.
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Fig. S8: Graph cumulants have the same additive property as classical cumulants.
a) A graph-valued random variable G corresponds to a probability distribution over graphs
with n nodes. Here, n = 3 and Ga yields a single edge with probability 1/4 and a triangle
with probability 3/4. b) A graph-valued random variable may also be concentrated on a single
graph, as is the case for Gb, which always yields a wedge. c) Our graph sum ⊕ is defined for
graph-valued random variables with the same number of nodes. Specifically, the adjacency
matrices of each network are summed component-wise, with probability uniformly distributed
over all permutations of the nodes. If the graph-valued random variables being summed are
independent, the resulting (weighted) graph-valued random variable has cumulants equal to the
sum of those of the original distributions.
To demonstrate how to verify this property, we first consider the specific cases of
κ1 , κ2 , and κ3 , and then give the combinatorial argument for the general case. Clearly, for
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the first moment:
µ1 (Ga ⊕ Gb) = µ1 (Ga) + µ1 (Gb), (61)
as edge weights simply sum and the normalization remains the same.
For µ2 (Ga⊕ Gb), one must consider the 22 ways in which a wedge could be formed: both
edges from Ga, giving µ2 (Ga); both edges from Gb, giving µ2 (Gb); a “left” edge from Ga and a
“right” edge from Gb, giving µ1 (Ga)µ1 (Gb); and a “left” edge from Gb and a “right” edge from
Ga, giving µ1 (Gb)µ1 (Ga). Thus,
µ2 (Ga⊕ Gb) = µ2 (Ga) + µ2 (Gb) + 2µ1 (Ga)µ1 (Gb) (62)
Substituting 61 and 62 into the expression for κ2 (equation 83), we have
κ2 (Ga⊕ Gb) = µ2 (Ga⊕ Gb)− µ1 (Ga⊕ Gb)2
=
(
µ2 (Ga) + µ2 (Gb) + 2µ1 (Ga)µ1 (Gb)
)− (µ1 (Ga) + µ1 (Gb))2
= µ2 (Ga) + µ2 (Gb)− µ21 (Ga)− µ21 (Gb)
= κ2 (Ga) + κ2 (Gb),
as desired.
Likewise, for µ3 (Ga⊕ Gb), one must again consider the 23 ways in which a triangle could be
formed: all edges from Ga, giving µ3 (Ga); all edges from Gb, giving µ3 (Gb); a wedge from Ga
and an edge from Gb (occurring for three configurations), giving 3µ2 (Ga)µ1 (Gb); and a wedge
from Gb and an edge from Ga (again occurring for three configurations), giving 3µ2 (Gb)µ1 (Ga).
Thus,
µ3 (Ga⊕ Gb) = µ3 (Ga) + µ3 (Gb) + 3µ2 (Ga)µ1 (Gb) + 3µ2 (Gb)µ1 (Ga). (63)
Substituting 61, 62 and 63 into the expression for κ3 (equation 85), we again find that
κ3 (Ga⊕ Gb) = κ3 (Ga) + κ3 (Gb).
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as desired.
More generally,
µg(Ga⊕ Gb) =
∑
x⊆g
µx(Ga)µxc(Gb) (64)
=
∑
x⊆g
(∑
pi∈Px
∏
p∈pi
κp(Ga)
)( ∑
pi∈Pxc
∏
p∈pi
κp(Gb)
)
(65)
=
∑
pi∈Pg
∑
y⊆pi
(∏
p∈y
κp(Ga)
∏
p∈yc
κp(Gb)
)
(66)
=
∑
pi∈Pg
∏
p∈pi
(
κp(Ga) + κp(Gb)
)
(67)
=
∑
pi∈Pg
∏
p∈pi
κp
(Ga⊕ Gb). (68)
where, for notational convenience, g now represents the edge set of the subgraph (replacing
the pair rg). The superscript c denotes the complement with respect to the set from which this
subset was taken. Line 64 enumerates all possible 2r ways in which subgraph g could be formed.
Line 65 expands the moments in terms of cumulants (equation 2). Line 66 exchanges the order
of the summands. Line 67 applies the distributive law. Line 68 demonstrates consistency with
the additive property of graph cumulants (equation 60).
S9 Spectral motivation
In this section, we describe a spectral motivation for graph moments and their generalizations.
S9.1 Simple graphs
Consider the problem of parameterizing a distribution over simple graphs with n nodes. We will
represent such networks by ordered binary vectors of length
(
n
2
)
, where each entry represents
an unordered pair of nodes, with 1 indicating that these two nodes are connected by an edge
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and 0 that they are not. Let X be the space of all such vectors. In general, the same graph
can be represented by multiple vectors, and distributions over these graphs must give the same
probability to all vectors that represent the same graph.
When parametrizing a distribution, it is often desirable that the distribution be “smooth”, in
the sense that similar graphs are assigned similar probabilities. As our notion of similarity, we
consider a “graph edit distance” (105), defined as the minimum number of edge changes (i.e.,
additions or deletions) needed to transform one graph into the other. For example, the wedge is
distance 2 from the empty graph, and distance 1 from both the single edge and the triangle.
One common method for parameterizing smooth functions is via a Fourier representation,
i.e., in terms of the eigenfunctions of some Laplacian operator. For example, a low-pass filter
is equivalent to giving preference to the low-frequency (i.e., long-wavelength) terms, where
the location of the cutoff determines the smoothness of the output. To obtain similarly smooth
parameterizations over the space of networks, we consider a Laplacian operator based on this
graph edit distance.
To this end, we define a (weighted, directed) “edit graph” Hn, with nodes representing
unique (i.e., non-isomorphic) networks with n nodes. A directed edge from one node in Hn
to another appears whenever the network it represents can be transformed into the other by
adding or removing an edge at a single location. The weight of an edge in Hn is given by the
number of locations that could be altered to effect this transformation (see Fig. S9 for the case of
simple graphs with 4 nodes). The Laplacian ofHn is defined as LH = Dout − A>H , whereDout is
the diagonal matrix of out-degrees, and AH = {aij} is the (asymmetric) adjacency matrix with
entries aij equal to the weight of the transition from i to j.
The lowest eigenvalue of LH is 0, and is associated with a left eigenvector that is uniform
over the unique networks and a right eigenvector that is uniform over all representations of the
networks (i.e., uniform over all binary vectors of length
(
n
2
)
), thus corresponding to the ERn,1/2
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distribution. The remainder of the spectrum contains additional structure. Its support is the set
of positive integers up to and including
(
n
2
)
, and each integer has a predictable degeneracy: the
multiplicity of an eigenvalue λ = r is equal to the number of distinct subgraphs with exactly
r edges (with at most n nodes). This is not just a combinatorial coincidence; the span of left
eigenvectors (with eigenvalue at most r) is precisely the span of subgraph counts (of order at
most r) in each network.
The structure of this spectrum gives rise to a hierarchical parameterization of distributions
over networks that is equivalent to our proposed family of hierarchical ERGMs, namely
p(G) ∝ vd,0(G) exp
( r∑
i=1
ri∑
j=1
βi,jvl,i,j(G)
)
, (69)
where vd,0 is the right eigenvector of LH with eigenvalue 0 (i.e., the ERn,1/2 base distribution);
vl,i is the set of left eigenvectors of LH with eigenvalue i, and vl,i,j is one such vector; ri is
the number of eigenvectors with eigenvalue i; and βi,j are the parameters to be determined.
In particular, as eigenvectors with the same eigenvalue are intrinsically intertwined, this
degeneracy offers a principled motivation for the use of all subgraphs up to some chosen order.
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Fig. S9: Spectral motivation for graph moments. a) Directed weighted “edit graph”
H4 for simple networks with 4 nodes. The large nodes represent each of the 11 unique
(non-isomorphic) networks. A directed edge from node i to node j indicates that network i
can be transformed into network j by adding or removing an edge at a single location, where
the weight of this directed edge is equal to the number of locations that could accomplish
this transformation. Note that every node has an out-degree of 6, corresponding to the
(
4
2
)
possible locations. b) Schematic of the spectrum of the Laplacian of H4. The eigenvalues are
integers ranging from 0 to
(
4
2
)
, and are degenerate with multiplicity equal to the number of
distinct subgraphs (with at most 4 nodes) with that number of edges. This correspondence has
a combinatorial interpretation: the span of left eigenvectors with eigenvalue λ ≤ r is precisely
the span of subgraph counts up to and including order r.
S9.2 Generalizations
We now generalize the concept of moments and cumulants for distributions over a set X ≡ A`,
i.e., the vectors of length ` ∈ N over the alphabet A = {a1, a2, . . .}, invariant with respect
to a group G acting on this set X . The action of G induces an equivalence relation on
X : x ∼ x′ ⇔ ∃g ∈ G | x = g ◦ x′, partitioning it into orbits. The distribution over X is then
characterized by assigning a probability to each of these orbits. For example, for the case of
simple graphs, the group G is Sn, acting by permuting the n nodes of a graph. The set X
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consists of ordered binary vectors of length ` =
(
n
2
)
, where each entry represents an unordered
pair of nodes, with 1 indicating that these two nodes are connected by an edge and 0 that they
are not. Nonisomorphic graphs are in different orbits, and all the elements in a given orbit
correspond to the same graph, with the probability associated to that orbit distributed uniformly
over all of its elements.
With this framework, we can construct the weighted directed “edit graph” described in the
previous section for an arbitrary set X and a group G acting upon it. We can then use the
spectrum of the Laplacian of this edit graph to obtain the number of moments at each order.
Again, the nodes of the edit graph are the orbits of X under the action ofG, and a directed edge
from orbit i to orbit j indicates that an element in orbit i can be transformed into an element in
orbit j by changing one of its ` entries. The weight of this directed edge is given by the number
of elements in orbit j that differ by a single entry from any single fixed element in orbit i.
This abstraction applies to a variety of situations, and naturally encompasses the
generalizations previously presented in this paper. For example, for unweighted directed
networks with no self-loops, X is the set of all ordered binary vectors of length ` = 2(n
2
)
,
where each entry represents an ordered pair of nodes, with 1 indicating that there is an edge
from the first node to the second and 0 that there is not. The group G is again Sn. As another
example, consider the case of undirected unweighted bipartite networks, i.e., every node has one
of two possible “flavors” (“charm” and “strange”), and edges can occur only between nodes of
different flavors. The set X consists of all ordered binary vectors of length ` = nchnstr, where
each entry represents a different unordered pair of nodes of different flavors, and 1 indicates
that these two nodes are connected by an edge and 0 that they are not. The group G allows for
permutations of nodes of the same flavor, namely Snch× Snstr .
We now illustrate the versatility of this formalism by describing an additional generalization,
namely, k-uniform hypergraphs, i.e., where each (hyper)edge represents a connection between
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k distinct nodes. As in the standard graph case (i.e., k = 2), the group G is the symmetric
group Sn acting by permuting the n nodes. The set X consists of all ordered binary vectors
of length ` =
(
n
k
)
, where each entry represents an unordered set of k nodes, and a 1 indicates
the presence of a hyperedge between them and 0 its absence. The orbits induced by this group
action again partition the elements of X into equivalence classes, one for each of the unique
hypergraphs. The eigenvalues of the Laplacian of the corresponding edit graph follow a similar
pattern: associated to the eigenvalue of 0 is a left eigenvector that is uniform over unique
hypergraphs, and a right eigenvector that is uniform over all elements of X . Likewise, for
the remaining left eigenvectors, there is one eigenvector with associated eigenvalue of 1 that is
linear in the number of hyperedges. At second order (associated eigenvalue of 2), there are now
k eigenvalues (for n ≥ 2k), corresponding to the k ways that two hyperedges can relate (sharing
any number from 0 to k − 1 nodes).
S10 Formulas for graph moments
and graph cumulants
Here, we provide the expressions for graph moments and graph cumulants used to obtain the
results presented in this paper. These expressions are also included explicitly in our associated
code, and we have automated their derivation to arbitrary order. We first give the normalizations
for obtaining the graph moments as well as the expressions for efficiently computing the
disconnected subgraph counts (see supplementary materials S1.1). We then give the expressions
for their conversion to graph cumulants (by inverting equation 2).
S10.1 Undirected, unweighted networks
For simple graphs, we now enumerate the expressions for all third-order graph moments
and cumulants, as well as those that are necessary for computing the (sixth-order) cumulant
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associated with the complete graph with four nodes. The remaining expressions up to and
including sixth order are explicitly included on our code.
S10.1.1 Graph moments
µ1 =
c(
n
2
) (70)
µ2 =
c
3
(
n
3
) (71)
µ2 =
c
3
(
n
4
) = (c2 )− c
3
(
n
4
) (72)
µ3 =
c(
n
3
) (73)
µ3 =
c
4
(
n
4
) (74)
µ3 =
c
12
(
n
4
) (75)
µ3 =
c
30
(
n
5
) = c (c − 2)− 3c − 3c − 2c
30
(
n
5
) (76)
µ3 =
c
15
(
n
6
) = (c3 )− c − c − c − c
15
(
n
6
) (77)
µ4 =
c
12
(
n
4
) (78)
µ4 =
c
3
(
n
4
) (79)
µ5 =
c
6
(
n
4
) (80)
µ6 =
c(
n
4
) (81)
S10.1.2 Graph cumulants
κ1 = µ1 (82)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (83)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (84)
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κ3 = µ3 − 3µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (85)
κ3 = µ3 − 3µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (86)
κ3 = µ3 − 2µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (87)
κ3 = µ3 − µ2 µ1 − 2µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (88)
κ3 = µ3 − 3µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (89)
κ4 = µ4 − µ3 µ1 − µ3 µ1 − 2µ3 µ1
− 2µ22 − µ2 µ2 + 10µ2 µ21 + 2µ2 µ21 − 6µ41 (90)
κ4 = µ4 − 4µ3 µ1 − 2µ22 − µ22 + 8µ2 µ21 + 4µ2 µ21 − 6µ41 (91)
κ5 = µ5 − 4µ4 µ1 − µ4 µ1 − 2µ3 µ2 − 2µ3 µ2 − 4µ3 µ2 − 2µ3 µ2
+ 4µ3 µ
2
1 + 4µ3 µ
2
1 + 8µ3 µ
2
1 + 4µ3 µ
2
1
+ 20µ22 µ1 + 8µ2 µ2 µ1 + 2µ
2
2 µ1
− 48µ2 µ31 − 12µ2 µ31 + 24µ51 (92)
κ6 = µ6 − 6µ5 µ1 − 12µ4 µ2 − 3µ4 µ2 + 24µ4 µ21 + 6µ4 µ21
− 4µ3 µ3 − 6µ23
+ 24µ3 µ2 µ1 + 24µ3 µ2 µ1 + 48µ3 µ2 µ1 + 24µ3 µ2 µ1
− 24µ3 µ31 − 24µ3 µ31 − 72µ3 µ31
+ 12µ32 + 15µ
2
2 µ2 + 3µ
3
2
− 153µ22 µ21 − 90µ2 µ2 µ21 − 27µ22 µ21
+ 288µ2 µ
4
1 + 72µ2 µ
4
1 − 120µ61 (93)
S10.2 Directed networks
We now enumerate the expressions necessary for computing the graph moments and cumulants
of all directed subgraphs with three nodes, including the sixth-order graph cumulant associated
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with the complete directed triad. The remaining expressions up to and including fifth order are
explicitly included on our code.
S10.2.1 Graph moments
µ1 =
c1
2
(
n
2
) (94)
µ2 =
c2
3
(
n
3
) (95)
µ2 =
c2
3
(
n
3
) (96)
µ2 =
c2
6
(
n
3
) (97)
µ2 =
c2(
n
2
) (98)
µ3 =
c3
6
(
n
3
) (99)
µ3 =
c3
6
(
n
3
) (100)
µ3 =
c3
6
(
n
3
) (101)
µ3 =
c3
2
(
n
3
) (102)
µ4 =
c4
3
(
n
3
) (103)
µ4 =
c4
3
(
n
3
) (104)
µ4 =
c4
6
(
n
3
) (105)
µ4 =
c4
3
(
n
3
) (106)
µ5 =
c5
6
(
n
3
) (107)
µ6 =
c6(
n
3
) (108)
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S10.2.2 Graph cumulants
κ1 = µ1 (109)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (110)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (111)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (112)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (113)
κ3 = µ3 − µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (114)
κ3 = µ3 − µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (115)
κ3 = µ3 − µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (116)
κ3 = µ3 − 3µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (117)
κ4 = µ4 − 2µ3 µ1 − 2µ3 µ1 − µ22 − µ22 − µ2 µ2
+ 2µ2 µ
2
1 + 4µ2 µ
2
1 + 4µ2 µ
2
1 + 2µ2 µ
2
1 − 6µ41 (118)
κ4 = µ4 − 2µ3 µ1 − 2µ3 µ1 − µ22 − µ22 − µ2 µ2
+ 4µ2 µ
2
1 + 2µ2 µ
2
1 + 4µ2 µ
2
1 + 2µ2 µ
2
1 − 6µ41 (119)
κ4 = µ4 − µ3 µ1 − µ3 µ1 − µ3 µ1 − µ3 µ1 − µ2 µ2 − µ2 µ2 − µ2 µ2
+ 2µ2 µ
2
1 + 2µ2 µ
2
1 + 6µ2 µ
2
1 + 2µ2 µ
2
1 − 6µ41 (120)
κ4 = µ4 − 2µ3 µ1 − 2µ3 µ1 − µ2 µ2 − µ22 − µ22
+ 2µ2 µ
2
1 + 2µ2 µ
2
1 + 4µ2 µ
2
1 + 4µ2 µ
2
1 − 6µ41 (121)
κ5 = µ5 − µ4 µ1 − µ4 µ1 − 2µ4 µ1 − µ4 µ1 −
− µ3 µ2 − µ3 µ2 − µ3 µ2 − µ3 µ2 − µ3 µ2
− µ3 µ2 − µ3 µ2 − µ3 µ2 − µ3 µ2 − µ3 µ2
+ 6µ3 µ
2
1 + 6µ3 µ
2
1 + 9µ3 µ
2
1 + 2µ3 µ
2
1
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+ 2µ22 + 2µ
2
2 + 6µ
2
2 + 2µ
2
2 + 2µ2 µ2
+ 4µ2 µ2 + 4µ2 µ2 + 2µ2 µ2 + 2µ2 µ2 + 4µ2 µ2
− 12µ2 µ31 − 12µ2 µ31 − 24µ2 µ31 − 12µ2 µ31 + 24µ51 (122)
κ6 = µ6 − 6µ5 µ1 − 3µ4 µ2 − 3µ4 µ2 − 6µ4 µ2 − 3µ4 µ2
+ 6µ4 µ
2
1 + 6µ4 µ
2
1 + 12µ4 µ
2
1 + 6µ4 µ
2
1 − 3µ23 − 3µ23 − 3µ23 − µ23
+ 12µ3 µ2 µ1 + 12µ3 µ2 µ1 + 12µ3 µ2 µ1 + 12µ3 µ2 µ1 + 12µ3 µ2 µ1
+ 12µ3 µ2 µ1 + 12µ3 µ2 µ1 + 12µ3 µ2 µ1 + 12µ3 µ2 µ1 + 12µ3 µ2 µ1
− 36µ3 µ31 − 36µ3 µ31 − 36µ3 µ31 − 12µ3 µ31
+ 2µ32 + 6µ2 µ2 µ2 + 6µ2 µ
2
2 + 2µ
3
2 + 6µ2 µ
2
2 + 6µ
2
2 µ2 + 2µ
3
2
− 18µ22 µ21 − 18µ2 µ2 µ21 − 36µ2 µ2 µ21 − 18µ2 µ2 µ21 − 18µ22 µ21
− 36µ2 µ2 µ21 − 18µ2 µ2 µ21 − 54µ22 µ21 − 36µ2 µ2 µ21 − 18µ22 µ21
+ 60µ2 µ
4
1 + 60µ2 µ
4
1 + 120µ2 µ
4
1 + 60µ2 µ
4
1 − 120µ61 (123)
S10.3 Networks with node attributes
Often, networks have additional attributes associated with the nodes. By incorporating this
information into the graph cumulant formalism, one can reveal structure that is correlated with
these attributes. Our example in Figure S2 considers cumulants associated with subgraphs
containing up to three nodes for a network with a binary node attribute. We now enumerate
the expressions for computing the graph moments and cumulants required for this analysis (as
well as for the 3-star subgraphs). Note that the mapping from attributes to colors is arbitrary;
the colors may be reversed in any expression (e.g., the expression for κ2 can be obtained from
that for κ2 by exchanging all instances of purple and green with each other).
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S10.3.1 Graph moments
µ1 =
c1(
n
2
) (124)
µ1 =
c1
n n
(125)
µ2 =
c2
3
(
n
3
) (126)
µ2 =
c2
2
(
n
2
)
n
(127)
µ2 =
c2
n
(
n
2
) (128)
µ3 =
c3(
n
3
) (129)
µ3 =
c3(
n
2
)
n
(130)
µ3 =
c3
4
(
n
4
) (131)
µ3 =
c3
3
(
n
3
)
n
(132)
µ3 =
c3
2
(
n
2
)(
n
2
) (133)
µ3 =
c3
n
(
n
3
) (134)
S10.3.2 Graph cumulants
κ1 = µ1 (135)
κ1 = µ1 (136)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (137)
κ2 = µ2 − µ1 µ1 (138)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (139)
κ3 = µ3 − 3µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (140)
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κ3 = µ3 − 2µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ1 µ21 (141)
κ3 = µ3 − 3µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (142)
κ3 = µ3 − 2µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ21 µ1 (143)
κ3 = µ3 − 2µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ1 µ21 (144)
κ3 = µ3 − 3µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (145)
S10.4 Weighted networks
For weighted networks, each instance of a subgraph is counted with weight equal to the product
of its edge weights (see fig. S7 and supplementary materials S8)), but the normalization to
moments and conversion to cumulants remain the same as in the unweighted case. However,
the expressions for computing the disconnected counts from the connected counts requires a
slight modification. For example, the counts of two weighted edges that do not share any node
now includes a second-order term related to the square of the edge weights.
S10.4.1 Graph moments
µ1 =
1(
n
2
) ∑
0≤i<j≤n
wij (146)
µ2 =
1(
n
2
) ∑
0≤i<j≤n
w2ij (147)
µ2 =
1
3
(
n
3
) ∑
0≤i<j<k≤n
(
wijwjk + wjkwki + wkiwij
)
(148)
µ2 =
1
3
(
n
4
)(1
2
(
µ1
(
n
2
))2
− 1
2
(
µ2
(
n
2
))
−
(
µ2 3
(
n
3
)))
(149)
µ3 =
1(
n
2
) ∑
0≤i<j≤n
w3ij (150)
µ3 =
1
6
(
n
3
) ∑
0≤i<j<k≤n
(
w2ijwjk + w
2
jkwki + w
2
kiwij + wijw
2
jk + wjkw
2
ki + wkiw
2
ij
)
(151)
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S10.4.2 Graph cumulants
κ1 = µ1 (152)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (153)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (154)
κ2 = µ2 − µ21 (155)
κ3 = µ3 − 3µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (156)
κ3 = µ3 − 2µ2 µ1 − µ2 µ1 + 2µ31 (157)
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